BEHAVIOR ON PUBLIC LIBRARY PROPERTY

The Public Library is a special place that belongs to the Zionsville area community residents and taxpayers. Visitors are asked to behave in a neighborly and friendly fashion in order to maintain a safe and pleasant environment for everyone.

The Library Board enforces behavior guidelines in order to:

- assure the safety of visitors and staff
- protect Library resources and facilities from damage
- restrict any behavior by a visitor that interferes with another visitor's right to use the Library; or which interferes with normal staff functions; or which conflicts with the mission of the Library.

Any behavior that is disruptive to use of the Library will not be tolerated. The Library reserves the right to suspend an individual's use of the Library if the individual is engaged in disruptive behavior.

Library staff will intervene to stop prohibited activities and behaviors that affect others' use of the Library's facilities. Security cameras are operational both inside and outside the Library to assist in identifying inappropriate behavior.

Library staff members have the responsibility and authority to enforce these guidelines.

Library Behavior Guidelines are available at each public desk and may be viewed on the Library's website at www.zionsvillelibrary.org.